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Welcome to the second Journal for this year, 
with yet another great mix of stories for 
your reading pleasure.

This Journal marks the start of the new 
Communication Project, and Team Rowley 
is very keen to keep things rolling along. 
And to make sure we keep improving we 
will be contacting many of you with a quick 
survey, covering off how we communicate 
through this Journal, the Industry Update 
e-newsletter, videos and the AGORA pest 
and disease website. The review is all about 
what you need, and how you view this 
communication, so your input is both valued 
and appreciated. The survey will be online 
and you will be notified in the newsletter, 
and Judy Allan will also follow up some of 
you with a phone call, so please provide her 
with your thoughts, if you get the call.

In addition to our regular features like the 
marketing update, this Journal has several 
follow up stories to let you know how some 
of the recent projects are progressing. The 
stories include an update on the project 
examining novel approaches to mushroom 
waste streams; the next steps being 
undertaken to educate health professionals, 
and some important activity in the areas of 
issues management. These are all valuable 
investments for industry, and I would 
encourage you to take the time to update 
yourself on what is happening.

There are always stories coming from the 
Pest and Disease project, and this month 
there are two more to add to the collection 
of valuable information. The first of these 
stories cover using a digital microscope 

EDITORIAL

to identify and monitor flies in 
mushroom crops, while the second 
covers how smoky mould could be 
a threat to spawn run. As usual, 
these stories are a great read 
and a valuable resource for farm 
management.

And while we are talking about 
farm management, let me gently 
remind you that the AGORA Pest 
and Disease website has moved 
to a new location. If you have any 
issues accessing the site, please feel 
free to email or call me, and I will 
get you up and running in no time 
at all.

As usual, if you have any feedback 
on the articles or would like to 
make some suggestions for future 
editions, please let me know. 

The project has been funded by Horticulture Innovation Australia using the 
mushroom industry levy and funds from the Australian government.

Chris
Chris RowleyChris Rowley

Editor
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Tim Adlington, Chairman, Australian 
Mushroom Growers Association 

SIAP UPDATE

SIAP held a two-day meeting in Sydney 
from 28-19 March. The meeting was 
broken into three distinct stages to 
cover a range of relevant industry 
issues. The first stage worked through 
a review and approval of projects 
and spending, while the second 
stage comprised a progress review of 
previously approved projects, which 
included marketing analysts reviewing  
“results by the numbers”. 

The second day concluded with the 
innovation project by Xinova looking 
at novel approaches to waste streams.  
Project representatives attended, 
reviewed their findings and facilitated 
a brainstorming process to find where 
SIAP members believed the most 
significant value might be found in 
the areas surrounding the use of 
waste streams and the by-products 
of mushroom production. It was an 
energising process, and I am looking 
forward to seeing how this project 
progresses. 

MARKETING

The marketing number presentations 
indicated a slight decline in mushroom 
consumption over the past 52 weeks, 
and a decline in the recall of the health 
message. Increased price points have 
resulted in a consumption decline as 
well. To better manage the summer 
consumption decline, an agreement 
was reached to reallocate spending 
to improve reach, while pulling in 
(tightening) the shoulder months to 
capture more summertime marketing. 
The proposed changes to this marketing 
approach will be further considered and 
confirmed at the SIAP meeting in July.

Chairman’s
Report

As the data shows, the markets have 
remained lower this year longer than 
typically expected. Is it better than 
expected production or extended 
summer patterns? What we do know 
is that a slower economy may have 
affected the buying mentality. It could 
be that pricing has taken mushrooms off 
the menu or made it a luxury purchase.  
Staples in more abundant supply seem 
to be getting picked up more frequently. 
The decline of the health message may 
also be a factor when the price has 
risen. 

While some of these changes may 
initially appear disappointing, our 
marketing people are hard at work to 
get us to 4 kg per capita and are looking 
at these issues from every standpoint. 
A focused TV campaign has recently 
concluded and will look for the long-
term impact of the message to gradually 
increase mushroom consumption for the 
consumer. 

INDUSTRY OUTREACH

Dr Geoff Martin, the interim AMGA 
General Manager, has been very busy 
and will reach out to all members to 
gather thoughts on relevant industry 
issues and act as a conduit for 
communication to our AMGA Directors. 
We value this GM role highly and hope 
to get solid feedback, to guide the 
development of the next strategic plan, 
so please have a read of the first report 
that Geoff has written with a new 
perspective.

 Tim Adlington

AMGA

Our last AMGA Board meeting held 
in May was conducted as a face to 
face meeting in Melbourne. With the 
departure of our General Manager, 
there was plenty to work through 
and discuss, and I am thankful for the 
selfless manner in which our Board 
members put aside time from their 
business activities to actively engage 
and take part in progressing decisions 
that benefit our whole industry.

CRISIS MANAGEMENT

Since the last report, the AMGA 
Crisis Management Team (CMT) has 
reconvened on April 30 for annual 
training and preparation in readiness 
for any industry crisis that may erupt. 
Our industry benefits enormously 
from its proactive approach through 
the longstanding AMSAFE issues 
management framework and through 
the funded levy project that provides 
additional support through Porter 
Novelli. 

At the workshop, Porter Novelli 
representatives Patrick McClelland 
and Ashton Debono put the CMT 
through its paces. Preparedness 
for any potential crisis is a key to 
success when an emergency arises 
(like first aid training) and is a 
core component in the strategy of 
protecting the Australian Mushrooms 
Brand. I am pleased to advise that 
Joseph Zdrojewski, Costa National QA 
Manager Mushroom Category has 
been added to the Crisis Management 
team. 
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RECRUITMENT UNDERWAY

I am confident this will be my first and 
last General Manager’s report for the 
Journal because the AMGA recruitment 
committee is currently interviewing 
some well-qualified candidates for 
the role.  We aim to have the new 
appointee in place by the start of 
August and I have undertaken to 
travel around the country to introduce 
them personally to members and 
other stakeholders.  This appointment 
marks a new start for AMGA, with 
communication and membership 
engagement now paramount and the 
number one priority.

A PRINTED JOURNAL

Recently, I called into the NSW 
Farmers’ Association offices in Sydney, 
and was given copies of their journal, 
‘The Farmer’.  It really was a pleasure 
to read it on the train home to the 
Central Coast. It’s inescapable that 
we live in a digital age with constant 
bombardment of e-mails and electronic 
messages. The majority of us operate 
in a time poor environment, glued 
to phones or laptops; invariably the 
continual influx of information means 
that e-mails remain un-opened, are 
deleted, or anything of substance is 
left for later and then never re-visited. 

For the younger generation, electronic 
communication is the go, but for 
some of us oldies and not so oldies, 
we enjoy the printed page; indeed 
educators are starting to acknowledge 
that too early an introduction to 
digitised information is leading to poor 
cognitive development in children. So 
the AMGA Board has agreed to make 
the Journal available to members, both 
online and in print. Whichever way 
you access the Journal it is always a 
good read; additional hard copies will 

be sent to farms, and I encourage you 
to leave them out on your lunchroom 
table so other staff can enjoy the 
content too, and gain insights into our 
industry.

AMGA MEMBERSHIP

At the October AGM, members agreed 
to adopt changes to the Association’s 
constitution. One change involved 
reducing the number of membership 
categories. The AMGA Board has 
now simplified the membership fee 
structure with the old Producer, 
Commercial and Satellite category 
members all paying the same annual 
fee of $100. The AMGA Board would 
like to encourage more involvement 
by younger and junior growing and 
farm production staff members, as 
these people represent the future of 
our industry. The fee for an employee 
member will be $40 per annum. I 
would ask farm owners and principals 
to encourage frontline personnel to 
become involved with the Association.

TRAINING COURSES

The AMGA has committed to organise 
biennial composting and growing 
training courses for members and 
their staff. Plans are well advanced 
for a series of two-day courses to be 
held in mid-October, in Queensland, 
New South Wales, Victoria and South 
Australia.  

In the past the course providers have 
been from the Netherlands, however 
the upcoming courses will have an 
Australian flavour, presented by 
industry stalwarts, Mike Hill, Judy 
Allan and Geoff Martin. The approach 
will bridge the gap in a holistic way 
between compost makers and growers, 
with an emphasis on production under 
Australian conditions. As food safety 
is a very important issue for every 
mushroom producer’s checklist, this 
important topic will also be explored. 

This is a ‘not to be missed’ opportunity 
to gain real in-depth understanding of 
the processes underlying mushroom 
production, with content of real value 
to both ‘old hands’ and newer industry 
entrants. The course is heavily 
subsidised by AMGA as a membership 
service - the cost, exclusive of 
accommodation and travel, is $200 for 
members and $500 for non-members.  
A minimum of 15 persons per State is 
required for the course to run. Further 
details will follow in due course.

STRATEGIC REVIEW

Under the auspices of the AMGA, Hort 
Innovation and the Marsh Lawson 
Mushroom Research Unit Committee, a 
Strategic Review of Risk Management 
for the Australian Mushroom industry 
has been organized for 2-3 July in 
Sydney.  This meeting brings together 
industry principals and providers 
to discuss significant issues which 
could pose a reputational risk to 
the mushroom brand. All our service 
providers, covering food safety, quality 
assurance, risk management, pest and 
disease management, pesticide use, 
communications, along with growers, 
compost makers and QA personnel, 
will join together to discuss issues, 
examine how the various disciplines 
interact, present solutions to perceived 
problems and draw up a ‘road map’ for 
future reputational risk management.  
I want to thank Judy Allan for her 
sterling work in organising this 
meeting.  The outcomes will be 
communicated in due course.

Please free to contact me if you need 
to discuss any matter pertaining to the 
AMGA or the wider mushroom industry.

  Geoff Martin
M: 0415 542 301

E: drmush@iinet.net.au 

  Update from
DR GEOFF MARTIN 

Interim AMGA General Manager

mailto:drmush@iinet.net.au
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There has been plenty happening with Australian Mushrooms in the first half of 2019, with 
radio, television, out-of-home advertising, digital and social media activities all presenting 
consumers with the “chop chop” mushroom message.

While some elements of the scheduled 
campaign have now concluded the 
dynamic nature of the Australian 
Mushrooms approach, means that 
activities are still underway. As with 
all aspects of the campaign, once a 
particular element concludes – such 
as television or radio – an analysis 
is conducted to determine how it 
performed relative to the stated 
objectives such as audience reach. This 
approach allows continual refinement to 
be undertaken, ensuring the marketing 
campaign continues to operate 
effectively on behalf of the industry.

The latest block of airtime for the 
Australian Mushrooms television 
campaign concluded on 20 April. 
The “chop chop” campaign ran on 
tv from 24 March and was seen 
in major metropolitan cities, and 
with the addition of northern 
and southern New South Wales, 
regional Queensland and Tasmania 
(an example of the ad is available 
HERE).

The Australian Mushrooms 
messaging will continue to reach 
targeted consumers through digital 
media, in-store sampling and out 
of home advertising. 

Australian
MARKETING WRAP-UPM
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Timing for the remaining 
campaign is:

• 3 March - 6 July - 
Advertising through digital 
media including YouTube and 
Spotify;

• 3 March - 11 May - Out-of-
home advertising including 
streetside bus shelters and 
advertising in shopping 
centres (Sydney, Melbourne, 
Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth, 
northern and southern New 
South Wales).

https://youtu.be/d0z4NQkR3tI
https://youtu.be/7OwetakHFvA
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ENGAGING INFLUENCERS

The Australian Mushrooms program 
of farm tours has continued to build 
strong relationships with foodservice 
operators across Australia over the first 
half of 2019.

The farm tour approach is seen as an 
ideal way to provide leading chefs and 
foodservice operators with a unique 
insight into the mushroom industry, 
with the overall objective of developing 
a closer connection to Australian 
Mushrooms, as well as improving the 
culinary literacy of attendees.

So far this year, tours have taken place 
in New South Wales, Victoria and 
South Australia, with a Queensland 
tour scheduled for June. The tours are 
strategically targeted at chefs in high 
volume and influencer roles within the 
foodservice sector. The tours provide 
a firsthand experience of mushroom 
growing to cultivate connections 
between growers and foodservice 
influencers.

As most attendees have never been 
to a mushroom farm previously, it is a 
fantastic opportunity to showcase how 
mushrooms are grown and delivered 
as a quality product for Australian 

consumers. The involvement of producers 
allows the tours to showcase the people and 
the real story behind Australian Mushrooms.

Participants not only gain an in-depth 
overview of the ‘spawn to market’ process, 
but also participate in cooking activities 
designed to stimulate innovative ideas 
for using mushrooms on menus in the 
foodservice sector.

This year some 55 foodservice participants 
have taken part in the tours including 
Executive and Head Chefs, Culinary Directors 
and Produce Managers for a wide range 
of companies including Marley Spoon, Sam 
Prince Hospitality Group, Four Seasons Hotel, 
the Vue de Monde Group, Rockpool Bar 
& Grill, and the Adelaide Hills Convention 
Centre.

The response from attendees is 
overwhelmingly positive. Responses to a 
post-event survey showed that 100% of 
respondents said the tour enhanced their 
knowledge of how Australian mushrooms are 
grown and cultivated. 

Even more importantly, after attending 
the event, 100% of respondents plan to 
incorporate Australian mushrooms (or more 
mushrooms) into their menu planning. 

WHAT IT’S ALL ABOUT
The objective of these events is to educate foodservice professionals by 
giving them firsthand knowledge about how mushrooms are grown. The 
events are an ideal opportunity to help chefs establish a real connection 
to mushrooms and build competency, culinary literacy and nutritonal 
awareness. In turn, this experience helps to build personal relationships
with key decision-makers who are positioned to consider the increased 

use of mushrooms in the foodservice sector.
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Australian Mushrooms were front and cen-
tre at the Sydney Royal Easter Show, with 
the promotional caravan in place for the 
duration of the event. 

Showgoers were treated to three cooking 
demonstrations each day. Three different 
recipes were showcased – Best-Ever 
Mushroom Sauce; Mushroom Bolognese 
Sauce and Thai Pork and Mushroom 
Meatballs. Visitors learned how “much 
easier” it is to whip up a delicious 
mushroom meal with demonstrations 
walking them through the step-by-step 
preparation for each recipe.

To make each demonstration even more 
memorable, recipe samples and brochures 
were distributed to deliver a take-home 
message about Australian Mushrooms. In 
total over 15,000 tasty food samples were 
devoured, with over 16,000 recipe bro-
chures distributed.

A highlight of the event was the presenta-
tion by Australian Mushrooms Ambassa-
dor Miguel Maestre, who kept attendees 
entertained with simple tips on how you 
can make mealtimes easier, and boost the 
health and flavour of any dish, just by add-
ing mushrooms. “Chop chop, and it’s yum!”. 

WORKING THE CROWD WITH AUSTRALIAN MUSHROOM AMBASSADOR MIGUEL MAESTRE

To leverage the mushroom message further, the presentation was streamed live via 
the Australian Mushrooms Facebook page. You can watch the presentation from the 
link below.

The Australian Mushrooms caravan appeared at the Melbourne Good Food and 
Wine Show in late May and will make another appearance at the Brisbane Ekka in 
August.

SHOWGOER COMMENTS

“I loved the mushroom sauce; I’ll try it at home.”

“This demonstration is so cool.” 

“Loved the caravan.”  

“These recipes on the brochure are awesome, they 
are healthy and sound delicious..”  

https://www.facebook.com/AustralianMushrooms/videos/345665859628510/?epa=SEARCH_BOX
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SOCIAL MEDIA BY THE NUMBERS

When it comes to social media and Australian 
Mushrooms, it is all about providing fans or 
followers with the type of information that 
they want to receive and share with others. 

Through the Facebook and Instagram ac-
counts, Australian Mushrooms publishes con-
tent that interests and engages with people.

Popular Facebook posts are able to reach 
tens of thousands of people in an engaging 
manner. 

The post shown was posted in April and high-
lights the potential impact of the approach, 
reaching over 116,000 people and gathering 
292 comments and 694 shares.

Instagram also provides a great opportunity to 
engage with a cross section of people inter-
ested in good food. 

The post highlighted is an example of how 
recipes from other sources can be used and 
shared to encourage people to eat more 
mushrooms. The post on the Australian Mush-
rooms Instagram page was liked by 12,565 
people.

In terms of social media, it is all about con-
tent that interests and engages with people, 
and that is the approach adopted for the 
Australian Mushrooms Facebook and Instagram 
pages. 

The figures above provide a snapshot of how 
these pages have performed from January to 
April 2018.

TOTAL IMPRESSIONS: 1.49 million
TOTAL ENGAGEMENTS: 173,449
AVERAGE ENGAGEMENT RATE: 15%

TOTAL IMPRESSIONS: 5.78 million
TOTAL ENGAGEMENTS: 200,258
AVERAGE ENGAGEMENT RATE: 8%

https://www.instagram.com/australianmushrooms/
https://www.facebook.com/AustralianMushrooms/
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MUSHROOM TOASTIE

The humble – or perhaps not so humble - toastie is mak-
ing a comeback. And that deliciously gooey, cheesy toastie 
of your childhood has been transformed, with a seemingly 
endless number of ingredient combinations to tempt and 
delight, in what has been described as a hot cultural trend.

From an Australian Mushrooms perspective, the trend was 
an opportunity not to be missed. So, with this in mind, a 
new campaign was implemented to drive support for the 
mushroom toastie concept. The campaign was delivered 
through TRIBE, a micro-influencer platform, designed to 
connect Australian Mushrooms with smaller social media 
influencers. 

Australian Mushrooms was provided with submissions from 
multiple TRIBE influencers, who were keen to participate 
in the promotion – think of it like crowd sourcing content 
which is then shared on not only our channels, but also 
those of the influencer too. 

Of the 190 submissions from mushroom loving influencers, 
22 were then selected to share the mushroom toastie love 
through their social media accounts. Having 22 mushroom 
loving social media people out there promoting mushroom 
toasties, delivered plenty of benefits for Australian Mush-
rooms. 

At one level it provided the opportunity to talk about 
mushroom toasties to a wide range of people, across sev-
eral communication channels. 

At another level, it helped build immediate campaign con-
tent in the shape of enticing recipes and visually stunning 
photography (see images for examples).

Put simply, using TRIBE allowed Australian Mushrooms to 
join with influential users of social media platforms such 
as Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and YouTube to start the 
conversation around mushroom toasties. 

In total, the toastie campaign delivered over 430,000 im-
pressions, exciting more people with simple, tasty, mushie, 
toastie inspiration.

WHAT YOU CAN DO

• If you or your business is on social media, why not 
search our  hashtag to see what is happening with 
Australian Mushrooms. (#australianmushrooms 
#mushroomtoastie).

• Like or share the posts you find on your social media 
pages.

• Whip up a toastie recipe and share with your friends 
(tagging Australian Mushrooms of course).
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THE NEW AUSTRALIAN MUSHROOMS 
CONSUMER WEBSITE IS NOW HERE!

If you haven’t visited the Australian Mushrooms website lately, then you 
really should check out the changes.

While one of the biggest changes is the appearance of the site, the 
improvements go far deeper than that, with a real focus on providing 
users - including those on mobile devices - with a better all-around 
experience. 

From the homepage, visitors can scroll down for delicious recipes, dis-
cover health benefits, pick up some tips and tricks, get cooking with the 
“Maestro of Mushies”, Australian Mushrooms Ambassador, Miguel Maestre, 
and subscribe to receive regular recipe updates. 

The nutrition information has also been simplified to make it easier 
to digest and more useful to both general consumers and health care 
professionals.

WHAT YOU CAN DO

• Share mushroom recipe ideas via your website 
– you can link these back to www.Australian-
Mushrooms.com.au too.

• Subscribe to receive regular recipe updates and 
encourage friends and co-workers to visit and 
do the same. 

https://australianmushrooms.com.au/
https://australianmushrooms.com.au/
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FOR MUSHROOMS RISES MARGINALLY
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The Harvest to Home site is a Hort Innovation funded project providing up to date insights 
into market performance and shopping behaviour. This project allows the mushroom in-
dustry to see at a glance the retail performance achieved over a set time period. The fol-
lowing are the latest highlights for mushrooms for the 52 weeks ending 20 April 2019. To 
access Harvest to Home, go to www.harvesttohome.net.au.

MARKET OVERVIEW

• In the latest 52 weeks, mushrooms were relatively flat 
in terms of dollars ($) and falling by 2% in terms of 
volume (kg). 

• The percentage of buying households fell from 80% to 
78%. 

• The average dollar spend rose from $41.27 to $41.90. 

• Mushrooms average weight purchased (kg) fell from 3.6 
to 3.5.

RETAILER OVERVIEW

• The dollar share of trade from major supermarkets 
was 79.3%. 

• Dollar sales for major supermarkets rose by 2.0%. 

• Non-supermarkets make up 12.0% of dollar share 
of trade. Dollar sales were in decline (-3.2%).

www.harvesttohome.net.au
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WHAT IS NIELSEN HOMESCAN®?

Nielsen Homescan® is a continuous panel of 
10,000 households who record all take-home 
packed and fresh grocery from all retail outlets. 
The sample is demographically and geographi-
cally representative of the Australian household 
population.

Each household is equipped with a small handheld 
terminal through which details of all purchasing 
are entered - product, quantity, price and outlet. 
This information, along with the date of purchase, 
is linked with demographic details of the house-
hold and the household purchasing history. Data 
are projected for the population as a whole.

Estimates produced from Nielsen Homescan® are 
subject to sampling variation which means that 
every number reported has a standard error as-
sociated with it. For example, at a Total National 
level, a 40% share of trade number, will be sub-
ject to a 1% standard error at a 95% confidence 
interval. This implies there is a 95% chance that 
the true value of the estimate lies between 39 to 
41%.

https://www.harvesttohome.net.au/fruitmushroomnuts/latest-highlights/mushrooms
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HEALTHCARE 

It makes perfect sense that to educate 
health professionals about mushrooms, 
then you need to know as much as 
possible and understand what health 
professionals know about mushrooms. 
So it should be no real surprise to know 
that the Audience Sentiment Research 
is now underway as a crucial first step 
for the three-year project - Educating 
health professionals about Australian 
mushrooms.

As outlined in the last Journal, the 
project is led by Dr Flavia Fayet-Moore 
from Nutrition Research Australia 
(NRA).

Dr Fayet-Moore explained that the 
Audience Sentiment Research survey was 
being undertaken to provide a baseline 
of information that will be used to 
refine how the project is delivered and 
to measure its success.

“We intend to send it out as widely 
as possible using the NRA database, 
combined with the mushroom industry 
database, and tapping into healthcare 
associations (such as the Australasian 
Society of Lifestyle Medicine) to 
distribute it even further to their 
membership.”

“The survey has been carefully designed 
so it can be completed quickly and as 
an added incentive, each participant can 
choose to enter a competition to win 
supermarket vouchers.”

To be able to understand the needs of 
healthcare professionals, the survey will 
look to capture the areas of nutrition in 
which participants work and their level 
of education if in a nutrition-related 
field (degree, certification or online 
course). Questions will also be asked to 
determine how much is known of the 
nutritional and bioactive properties of 
mushrooms.

At a more personal level, they will also 
be asked whether they like mushrooms 
and if so, how they eat them; whether 
they have been to the Australian 
Mushrooms website; where they find 
their recipe inspiration; and whether 
they recommend mushrooms or give 
clients and patients recipes or meal 

suggestions.

Dr Fayet-Moore said the survey would 
provide an interesting insight into how 
mushrooms are viewed by healthcare 
professionals and will greatly assist the 
overall delivery of the project.

GETTING THE WORD OUT

The first electronic direct mail has now 
been sent to health professionals, inviting 
recipients to participate in the survey and 
to update them on the longer-term efforts 
of industry to keep them informed about 
the health benefits of mushrooms. 

Dr Fayet-Moore said that while the survey 
was an initial priority, the longer-term 
objective of the email was to encourage 
the widest cross-section of healthcare 
professionals to opt-in to receive regular 
updates about mushrooms.

“Healthcare professionals receive a lot of 
information. Our task is to use the results of 
the survey to gain a better understanding of 
who we are talking to, and then to deliver 
relevant information that is a mix of good 
science and fun facts – the type of information 
that is easily repeatable when talking to 
consumers about good health.”

DIETICIANS UNITE BREAKFAST

While the work from the survey commences, 
the project is moving ahead to establish 
strong connections with the health 
professional community. One event that is 
already on the calendar is the Dietitians 
Unite Breakfast, held in Melbourne in 
May 2020. The event, organised through 
Dietitians Connection provides a fantastic 
opportunity to promote Australian 
Mushrooms to an engaged healthcare 
community.

Dr Fayet-Moore outlined that 
arrangements have been made for 
sharing the branded breakfast event 
with Simplot. 

“The great thing is that working with 
Simplot will allow us to deliver a 
“mushrooms and vegetables” message 
that is in keeping with our objectives 
to ensure health professionals receive 
consistent, science backed information 
about Australian Mushrooms. I am 
excited about the opportunity and will 
be working to finalise the details over 
the coming months to ensure a very 
successful event.”

The Audience Sentiment Research survey will provide a baseline of information for 
Australian Mushrooms. 

PROJECT: An Update
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Dr Fayet-Moore said work is also well 
underway to begin the Systematic 
Literature Review into the health 
benefits of mushrooms.

She explained that the review would 
focus specifically on Agaricus bisporus.

“This is the first time this has been 
undertaken as there has never been a 
review on just Agaricus bisporus that 
collates nutritional information as well 
as health effects from both human and 
non-human studies.”

“The reason that not all edible 
mushrooms will be covered is to focus 
on research that applies to Australian 
Mushrooms – and by that we mean 
Agaricus bisporus, which is by far the 
most commonly grown and consumed 
mushroom in Australia. By taking this 
approach, there may not be as many 
human studies included in the review, 
but those that are included will be 
relevant to the mushrooms being grown 
and the work undertaken through this 
project.”

Dr Fayet-Moore said it was exciting to 
consider that Agaricus bisporus was 
the most widely consumed mushroom 
in the world, and yet no one had 
ever systematically collated all the 
information related to the potential 
health benefits.

“The literature review will be very 
useful, and even the animal and 
laboratory studies could potentially 

help to drive new research through Hort 
Innovation. The reference book that will 
be produced will also establish an exciting 
baseline for what we can say about the 
health benefits of mushrooms in future 
marketing and public relations activities.

FUN FACTS

Although the outcomes of the literature 
review will not be available for some 
months, the project will continue to work 
with the available information.

Dr Fayet-Moore explained that a Fun 
Facts document was under development 
and would be updated with additional 
information as it becomes available.

“Where we already have the latest science 
– like with vitamin D – we can get started 
in developing communications, for use on 
the Australian Mushrooms website and 
in upcoming events like the GP webinar 
planned for September.”

Dr Fayet-Moore said she had been working 
on vitamin D for a long period and had just 
published a paper on the Determinants of 
vitamin D status of healthy office workers 
in Sydney, Australia.

“This knowledge and the experience from 
the previous project suggests that the 
vitamin D message resonates strongly with 
health professionals, so we need to build on 
this and extend the message as widely as 
possible.”

STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT 

Dr Fayet-Moore said the work now 
underway, including the survey and the 

literature review were important 
components that would underpin 
the longer-term development of the 
project.

“The intention is to gain the best 
possible understanding of who we 
need to communicate with, and then 
examine how to provide them with 
information that encourages people to 
eat more mushrooms.”

“At the DietiAtians United breakfast, 
we will hold a Q&A session with 
participants. The session will look at 
practical strategies that encourage 
people to eat more vegetables and 
mushrooms as part of a healthy 
balanced diet.”

“Health professionals love relevant 
information, they love recipes and 
visuals, and what we need to do is 
make sure mushrooms are front and 
centre in helping them with their 
work with consumers,” Dr Fayet-
Moore said.

Dietitians Unite events have been very well received by healthcare professionals.

FURTHER INFORMATION

Dr Flavia Fayet-Moore
Project Leader

T: (02) 8667 3072

E: flavia@nraus.com

mailto:flavia@nraus.com
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INDUSTRY WELL PREPARED
ON ISSUE MANAGEMENT
The mushroom industry is taking the threat 
of reputation issues seriously, with an on-
going commitment from the AMGA and Hort 
Innovation to work together and prepare for 
every eventuality.

At last year’s AMGA conference, Risk Man-
agement Project Leader, Patrick McClelland 
from Porter Novelli nominated preparation, 
speed and agility as some of the essential 
elements required to allow the industry to 
deal with reputation issues.

With this in mind, the industry has recently 
taken several steps to review its risk man-
agement framework and to ensure appro-
priate training for members of the Issues 
Management Team.

INDUSTRY WORKSHOP

A workshop held in April brought together 
the Issues Management Team, compris-
ing AMGA representatives (Chairman Tim 
Adlington, Board members, David Tolson and 
Mick Surridge and Acting General Manager, 
Geoff Martin); Hort Innovation represent-
ative (Samantha Ferguson); and Porter 
Novelli representatives (Patrick McClelland 
and Ashton Debono who are responsible for 
providing external assistance through the 
project framework).

The workshop went through some key areas 
to update the Risk Management Plan. 

The program:

• Re-examined the guiding principles
behind the approach;

• Ensured appropriate response teams are
in place to deal appropriately with any
issues that may arise; and

• Provided media scenario training.

Mr McClelland said the workshop had reaf-
firmed the common industry goal to protect 
and enhance the Australian mushroom brand 
by ensuring the industry response to any 
threat or issue occurs in a coordinated and 
unified manner. 

“Ultimately, the approach is in place to 
support the industry’s ambition to increase 
domestic consumption of Australian mush-
rooms to 4kg per capita by 2021. It is as 
simple as that!”

GUIDING PRINCIPLES

Mr McClelland explained a key element 
of the workshop was to re-examine the 
guiding principles.

These principles are:

• Greater good - working to protect
and enhance the reputation of the
entire industry;

• Unified voices - ensuring communi-
cation on behalf of the industry is
aligned and consistent;

• Accountable - speaking with a
unified voice for the industry and
its participants;

• Protocols - having in place proto-
cols that allow the industry to re-
spond rapidly to potential threats;

• No silos - ensuring that the re-
sponse is fully aligned and commu-
nicate effectively;

• Agile - having a position and capa-
bility to deal with any issue as it
arises;

• One message, many audiences -
providing key messages to deliver
to stakeholders and audiences

through multiple channels; and

• Test, test, test – test issues
against available information
and provide skills and training
to ensure issues are handled
appropriately.

Mr McClelland said while some of 
these aspects seem self-explanatory, 
it is crucial that the right processes 
are in place, that people are trained 
appropriately, that information is 
available and updated consistently 
and that everyone knows their role. 

“And when we talk about roles this 
stretches from the worker on-farm 
through to the AMGA representatives 
tasked with responding on behalf of 
the whole industry.”

REONSE TEAMS 

Part of the workshop, he said, was 
devoted to reaffirming the makeup 
of the response teams.

He said the acting AMGA General 
Manager, Dr Geoff Martin is the 
leader of the Issues Management 
Team and acts as the linchpin in 
determining how a response to an 
issue is put together. 
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“If he is alerted to an issue that 
requires additional assistance, he can 
then call on Porter Novelli to provide 
that support. The point of approval 
for additional assistance lies with the 
AMGA Chair, and once it is activated 
it essentially means more people are 
dedicated to the process – we can 
draw on existing prepared informa-
tion, technical and media experts to 
ensure everything needed is at hand 
to deal with the issue.”

AREAS OF RISK

The workshop also plotted the major 
areas of potential risk for considera-
tion through the planning process.

Food safety was considered to be 
the highest area of risk, followed by 
challenges around product quality. 
Environmental considerations and 
ethical industry behaviours were 
determined as more of a medium 
ranked risk. Broader industry issues 
such as biosecurity, pest and disease 
outbreaks or changes in the supply 
chain were also examined during the 
workshop.

Mr McClelland said the group worked 
through each of these areas of risk 
to determine the available supportive 
evidence and areas where additional 
work was required.

“In the area of food safety, for 
example, the approach looks at the 
various guidelines and protocols used 
by retailers, wholesalers and the 
industry to be able to protect and 
understand traceability and quality. 
This approach allows the mushroom 
industry to proactively gather infor-
mation as evidence to support any 
issues that may arise.”

PRE-PLANNING

“It is all about pre-planning, un-
derstanding the potential issues, 
gathering the background informa-
tion and ensuring an agreed industry 
position. While the issues need to 
be monitored consistently and the 
challenges discussed, it is all about 
getting on the front foot and being 
ready to protect the reputation of 

the industry.”

“From a project perspective, we now have 
work to do to get the plan updated and 
be in a position to keep it continually 
refreshed.”

Mr McClelland said the message for the 
wider industry is that AMSAFE (the name 
applied to the risk management frame-
work) is there to support all mushroom 
growers.

“I would urge industry members to play 
their role in supporting AMSAFE by calling 
the AMGA if they know of something that 
could potentially impact the industry. The 
project is in place to support them and 
protect the reputation of the industry at 
all times.”

MEDIA READY

Having spokespeople media trained is 
just one aspect of how AMSAFE works 
proactively to deal with issues that could 
potentially arise and impact the reputation 
of the mushroom industry.

The workshop provided the ideal opportu-
nity to train key industry representatives 
and to work through the tools and tech-
niques required to succeed in an interview 
situation.

Several “real-life” scenarios were used 
covering issues such as chemical residues, 
food safety and product packaging, with 
each person interviewed twice throughout 
the training.

Mr McClelland said in the event of media 
interest, Porter Novelli would liaise with 
media and the industry and provide up-
dated assistance and response training to 
address the particular issue.

“What we did at the workshop was to en-
sure key people understand the principles 
behind dealing with the media and have 
some fundamental training.”

“If the AMGA were required to step for-
ward the first spokesperson would be the 
Chair, Tim Adlington, but providing wider 
training gives us the option of using other 
state-based spokespeople if required, to 
act as a backup if Tim was unavailable for 
any reason.”

HOW TO HELP
If you are aware of any issue that 
could impact the reputation of the 
industry, please take the following 
action:

1. Phone AMSAFE on (02) 4577 
6877 to discuss the situation.

2. Say nothing to anyone else 
about the issue - refer all en-
quiries to AMSAFE.

3. Wait for a briefing from 
AMSAFE on the industry mes-
sage.

He said the training provided the AMGA 
and industry representatives with the 
skills to continually practice and assess 
ongoing potential threats.

“When it comes to dealing with the me-
dia, the most important thing is simply 
preparation and practice.”

ONGOING PREPARATION

Mr McClelland said the existing monitor-
ing process would be used to keep the 
Issues Management Team updated.

“In addition to the monitoring, the team 
will also be provided with a concise 
monthly report, capturing the key issues 
or challenges that potentially could 
impact the industry’s reputation. In this 
way, the team can stay up to date with 
the reputation management environ-
ment and be alerted to those things that 
require preparation to stay ahead of the 
issues,” he said.
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A NEW OPTION FOR FLY MONITORING & IDENTIFICATION 
THE DIGITAL MICROSCOPE: 

SUMMARY

Digital microscopes have been available for a 
while, but with so many products on the market, 
they have recently become very aff ordable. A 
microscope from the cheaper end of the range 
was shown to be very useful for examining fl ies 
in order to diff erentiate Phorids from Sciarids as a 
foundation for applying the appropriate man-
agement strategies. Because of their portability 
and connection options to computer and mobile 
phones, a digital microscope is a useful tool to 
assist in monitoring the fl y status on a farm.

INTRODUCTION

Over summer, the Project Team received 
requests for assistance in identifying flies on 
yellow sticky traps from photographs taken 
on mobile phones.  Unfortunately, the quali-
ty of the photographs received was not good 
enough to be able to distinguish the iden-
tifying features of the two major fly types. 
The restricted resolution and focal length/
plane of some mobile cameras (and the 

unsteady hands of some mushroom 
growers!) mean that flies appear as 
indistinct and blurred black smudges 
and cannot be differentiated.

While some experienced growers 
can distinguish Phorids and Sciarids 
primarily by the hunch-back shape and 
jerky movement of Phorids (Phorid is 
derived from the Greek word ‘pho-
ra’ meaning ‘rapid motion’), many 
growers are unable to do so with any 
confidence.

Many of the root causes of problems 
encountered in mushroom cultiva-
tion, like the distinguishing features 
between Phorids and Sciarids, are 
beyond the resolution of the human 
eye and are difficult to monitor.

Magnifying glasses, loupes and such 
like are useful in identifying some 
pests but obtaining a photographic 
record of observations is not possible. 

KEYWORDS
Digital microscope, flies, 

identification, monitoring, 
Phorid, Sciarid, vector

Table 1 Summary of differences in Sciarid and Phorid biology

WARWICK GILL
Tasmanian Institute of 
Agriculture, University of 
Tasmania, Hobart
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On the other hand, stereo or dissecting 
microscopes can be equipped with a 
camera so that observations can be re-
corded and archived for future reference 
and staff training, but these microscopes 
can be expensive and require technical 
knowledge to maintain them and opti-
mise their capabilities. 

Fitting a suitable camera to these mi-
croscopes and sourcing the appropriate 
adaptor tubes and mountings can be 
problematic and become an expensive 
exercise. 

Furthermore, this combination of micro-
scope and camera is not portable and 
cannot be used in the humid atmosphere 
of a grow room. Consequently, the Pro-
ject Team investigated a ‘budget level’ 
digital microscope as a practical and 
efficient way of magnifying flies to aid in 
identification and monitoring. 

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO DIF-
FERENTIATE PHORIDS FROM 
SCIARIDS? 

Effective fly control is determined by 
identifying the pest and understanding 
the lifecycle and biology so that the 
most vulnerable stages, the adult fly 
and the larva, can be targeted with the 
most appropriate control agent. To have 
maximum impact, insecticides ought 
to be applied when larvae are at their 
most abundant and most susceptible 

(Curtis 2008). For this to occur, the 
grower needs to know when the eggs 
are laid and when the larvae emerge 
(Table 1). Although this time frame is 
temperature-dependent and reduces as 
temperatures increase, an appreciation of 
the lifecycle allows the grower to make 
informed and appropriate management 
decisions with the greatest impact. Once 
the larvae or adults have first been 
observed, knowing the approximate time 
taken for the pest to reach that life 
cycle stage allows the grower to pinpoint 
where and when infestation is most likely 
to have occurred and take appropriate 
remedial action.

Sciarids are the greatest pest threat 
to mushroom cultivation. Adult Sciarid 
flies (in Australia: Lycoriella ingenua 
and Bradysia ocellaris) have little direct 
impact on mushroom quality and yield. 
However, they do play a significant role 
in disease spread by vectoring spores of 
mushroom diseases such as dry bubble 
(Lecanicillium fungicola) and by carrying 
mites and nematodes to clean mushroom 
beds.

Sciarid larvae are the major problem – 
they feed on the mycelium, pinheads and 
small mushrooms and tunnel into the 
stalks and caps of more mature mush-
rooms. In this way, larval feeding can 
cause losses of up to 40%, but losses of 
around 10% are more common.

Adults are attracted by the odours 
produced by Phase II compost during 
cooldown and may travel many kilometres 
to find it. A mated female can lay 150-
170 eggs on unspawned compost once 
it drops below 43°C. In a growing room, 
females prefer to lay eggs in the com-
pacted compost along the sides, bottom 
and ends of beds, but in a tightly sealed 
room, when adults can only enter through 
open doors, they will lay at the first 
opportunity, usually within the first 2.4 
metres of the growing bed nearest the 
door (Curtis 2008).  

As Sciarid larvae hatch, the larvae begin 
feeding on compost, mushroom spawn, 
mycelium and developing mushrooms be-
fore they pupate and emerge as an adult 
fly after about six days. Males are not 
attracted to light and will generally stay 
on the casing surface looking for newly 
emerging females to mate with. Sciarids 
are predominantly casing inhabitants and 
can be controlled by surface drenches 
while the adults are susceptible to insec-
ticidal fogs and dusts (Table 2).

Table 2 Summary of target and application timing of registered and permitted fly treatments
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Figure 1: Digital microscope a) cable with standard USB connector b) light regulator 
c) microscope d) clear plastic barrel e) plastic lens cap. Variable manual focus roller 
(red arrow), manual shutter button (yellow arrow). 

Adult Phorids (in Australia: Megas-
elia halterata) play a significant 
role in disease vectoring, particularly 
spores of dry bubble (Lecanicillium 
fungicola), but have little direct 
impact through their feeding behav-
iour. Adults are strongly attracted to 
the volatile compounds produced by 
actively growing mushroom mycelium 
in spawn run and lay their eggs in the 
compost within 1mm of the growing 
hyphal tip (Disney 2012). Adults 
entering a crop soon after spawn 
run give rise to a new generation of 
adults at, or soon after casing, which 
in turn produces another generation 
4-5 weeks into cropping. It is these 
flies which cause the greatest prob-
lem. 

Larvae of the Phorid feed solely on 
mushroom mycelium directly, resulting 
in a reduction of yield. As the larvae 
exist within the compost and do not 
tunnel into mushrooms, they are 
seldom seen. Because they are essen-
tially compost dwellers, Phorid larvae 
can be controlled by addition of an 
insecticide to the compost (Table 2).

Given the importance of identification 
and monitoring of flies to effective 
disease control, the Project Team 
purchased a digital microscope online 
and assessed the instrument as a tool 
to improve fly management. 

THE MICROSCOPE

There are myriad products available 
online when searching under the term 
‘digital microscope’, which cover a 
huge price range. The Project Team 
selected a product costing around 
$40.00 which is at the lower end of 
the price scale but which offered both 
video and still image capture. 

The microscope (Fig. 1) was accom-
panied by a stand, installation CD 
(including an instruction manual) and 
a calibration and measurement scale. 
The installation CD also provided the 
appropriate measurement software 
which we did not use because we 
were only interested in the image 
capture quality and process. 

The microscope was described as 
being a ‘plug-and-play’ instrument but 

the necessary drivers were also available 
on the installation CD in case the micro-
scope was not recognised by the comput-
er. This particular model of microscope 
connected to a computer through a 
standard USB cable which incorporated a 
variable light controller operated by a roll-
er switch, but other models and products 
offer wireless options and connections to 
mobile phones.

APPLICATION

To assess the applicability of the digital 
microscope to aid in fly identification, we 
looked at three different fly sample types 

obtained from two different farms:
1. Fresh flies obtained from grow room 

walls with a pooter and placed in a 
-20°C freezer for 24 hours;

2. Flies caught on a yellow sticky trap 
hanging inside a 2nd flush grow 
room door; and

3. Flies collected from the tray of an 
electronic UV fly ‘zapper’.

The flies from the fresh and zapper tray 
samples were tipped onto white paper 
and examined with the microscope fixed 
in the stand. The paper was moved to 
find a good field of view containing a 
number of subjects to look at and the 
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Figure 2: Digital microscope used to examine flies a) microscope on its stand being used to examine a sample of fresh flies b) 
hand-held microscope being used to scan flies on a yellow sticky trap.

Figure 3: Photograph of flies from the fresh sample, using the digital microscope on its stand a) Phorid, with characteristic 
‘hunchback’ appearance, typical Phorid wing venation (yellow arrow) and inconspicuous antennae (red arrow) b) Sciarid 
with typical wing venation (yellow arrow) and large antennae partially obscured by the wing (red arrow) c) Sciarid showing 
characteristic wing venation (yellow arrow), large antennae (red arrow) and a ‘clasper’ (white arrow) indicating this Sciarid fly 
is male.

zoom and focus set on the microscope 
to suit the size of the subject on the 
computer monitor (Fig. 2a). 

Individual flies were manipulated with a 
fine paint brush to compose a suitable 
image. Images were captured remotely 
through the computer application to 
avoid camera shake (Fig 3).

For the yellow sticky traps, the flies 
were examined with the microscope 

in the stand at first to capture some sharp 
images (Fig. 4), but because the horizontal 
reach of the stand was limited, the middle 
of the trap was unable to be examined. 
Using the microscope in hand (Fig. 2b) al-
lowed the entire trap to be scanned quickly 
and the identity of the flies noted, counted 
and recorded. 

No attempt was made to capture images 
with the hand-held microscope because of 
camera shake and the narrow focal plane.

The zapper tray samples were as easy 
to manipulate as the fresh sample, but 
the flies quickly disintegrated, perhaps 
due to dehydration. Partial wings and 
detached antennae made identification 
and accurate counting of each fly type 
impossible after some manipulation of 
the sample. 
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Figure 5: Further observations with the digital microscope a) predatory mite (red arrow) on the body of a fly from the zapper 
tray sample (video screenshot) b) fungal mycelium (red arrows) growing from the head and legs of a Phorid on a yellow sticky 
trap.

Figure 4: Photographs of flies from the sticky trap sample, using the digital microscope on its stand a) Phorid (note 
characteristic wing venation and diminutive antennae) b) Sciarid (note characteristic wing venation and thick, segmented 
antennae) c) female Sciarid with a mass of released eggs (red arrow).

An observation unique to the zapper 
tray sample however was the presence 
of large predatory mites. The low-res-
olution image of the mite (Fig. 5a) 
is a screen shot taken from a video 
recorded through the microscope. The 
video feature was excellent in capturing 
movement and would be applicable for 
staff training to demonstrate the vec-
toring potential of both mites and flies. 
Interestingly, in all samples examined, 
Phorids greatly outnumbered Sciarids.

Another interesting ‘discovery’ was the 
ability of the microscope to distinguish 
fungal hyphae growing out of a fly on a 
sticky trap (Fig. 5b), a further concrete 
demonstration of pathogen vectoring 
capability of flies.

CONCLUSION

From the survey of three fly samples 
above, the digital microscope proved an 
excellent tool to assist in fly identifi-
cation. Of the different sample types, 
that from the zapper tray was the least 

useful as the flies soon became fragmented. 

For a quick assessment of the relative ratios 
of flies in a room, the yellow sticky traps ex-
amined with the hand-held microscope were 
the most appropriate while for growers who 
are developing training resources for their 
staff, the fresh sample examined with the 
microscope in the stand was most effective.

Given that the digital microscope assessed 
here was so useful in fly identification, two 
diagnostic diagrams have been provided out-
lining the distinguishing features of Sciarids 
(Figure 6) and Phorids (Figure 7) that can 
easily be determined with the microscope. 

Digital microscopes offer a cheap but very 
effective method of examining and moni-
toring flies on-farm. Identification of flies 
is important in times of disease pressure. In 
addition to the damage caused by the feed-
ing behaviour of the larvae, adult Phorids 
and Sciarids are both significant vectors of 
mushroom diseases and infest mushroom 
crops at different stages, requiring different 
approaches to their management. 

A digital microscope will also be use-
ful in monitoring mite and nematode 
numbers so that they can be managed 
before they reach such large popu-
lations that they are visible to the 
naked eye.

Illumination of the digital microscope 
is provided by a series of LEDs mount-
ed in the microscope barrel meaning 
the instrument does not require any 
external light source – it can be used 
in real time within a poorly lit grow 
room. A microscope with a connection 
to a smartphone will allow the grower 
to inspect crops in situ at a level they 
have previously been unable to.

The model we introduce here is at the 
lower end of the price range, but the 
captured images are very adequate 
to identify flies from. This particu-
lar microscope was rated to 1000× 
magnification, but the images (Figs 
3-5) were captured at around 50× 
magnification (difficult to determine 
as focus increments are not marked). 
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Figure 7: Distinguishing features of Phorid files a) short inconspicuous antennae b) there is no cross venation on the wing. 
Phorid fly line diagram from: Allan et al (1986).

Figure 6: Distinguishing features of Sciarid flies a) long substantial antennae b) forked cross venation on teh wings. Sciarid fly 
line diagram from: Allan et al (1986).

Other models in this range were rated 
to 1600× and other products were 
rated higher still.

While we concentrate on fly identifi-
cation and monitoring as a practical 
test of this instrument, there are many 
potential uses for a digital microscope 
on a farm, including monitoring crops 
for early signs of pest invasion such as 
nematode infestation of compost and 
larval infestation of mushrooms, disease 
symptom examination and creating 
staff training resources. 

Digital microscopes offer the best of both 
worlds at an affordable level. They are 
portable like a magnifying glass but able 
to capture images and video like expensive 
microscope/camera combinations.
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A THREAT TO SPAWN RUN
SMOKY MOULD:

SUMMARY

Outbreaks of smoky mould from different 
states in Australia have been reported to 
the Project Team in the past 12 months.  
Smoky mould can cause significant dam-
age to mushroom crops if enough airborne 
spores infect compost at an early stage.  
For both bulk composting facilities and 
tray-based spawn run farms, spawning is 
the stage at which compost is the most 
vulnerable to infection. There are no reme-
dial treatments available for smoky mould 
– prevention through stringent hygiene,
effective exclusion (maintaining building
integrity and air filtration) and producing
a heterogenous, highly selective compost is
the best insurance against infection.  This
article reviews up-to-date research on this
problem which was published earlier this
year and identifies some contributing fac-
tors which culminated in a severe outbreak
of smoky mould across the Netherlands and
Belgium, costing the industry multi-millions
of euros.  While not all are applicable,
some of these contributory factors are
relevant to the Australian industry now.

INTRODUCTION

Smoky mould, a destructive compost 
infection, first arose in the Nether-
lands nearly 30 years ago.  At the time, 
the causal organism was isolated and 
identified as Penicillium citreonigrum.  
Organisms responsible for subsequent 
smoky mould outbreaks around the 
world have variously been identified as 
Penicillium chermesinum, Penicillium 
implicatum, Penicillium fellutanum, 
Penicillium viridicatum and Penicillium 
paxilli (Fletcher & Gaze 2008; Noble et 
al 2009, Hermans & Houbraken 2013).  
But recent DNA analyses of historical 
isolates have determined that the caus-
al pathogen of all smoky mould out-
breaks is the newly described species 
Penicillium hermansii (Fig. 1) and the 
previous names are mis-identifications 
of this organism (Hermans & Houbraken 
2013; Houbraken et al 2019).
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Just over 10 years ago, the Netherlands mush-
room industry was particularly hard hit by an 
epidemic of smoky mould which arose simultane-
ously on numerous farms throughout the country, 
extending into Belgium. The outbreak, thought 
to have been triggered by the poor standards of 
hygiene that had permeated the Dutch industry 
at that time, resulted in a multi-million euro loss 
to the industry. Reported incidents of the disease 
ranged from small isolated patches of affected 
compost appearing in late flushes through to 
severe contamination even before the first flush 
could be harvested (Hermans 2006).

The impact of smoky mould on mushroom yield 
is variable. Minor infections may go completely 
undetected or may express as a slight reduction 
of third flush yield.  Indeed, P. hermansii is able to 
co-exist in compost alongside Agaricus mycelium 
without significantly affecting yield. In severe 
outbreaks in the Netherlands, yield reductions 
of up to 80% were recorded (Hermans & Hou-
braken 2013) while losses recorded from natural 
infections of Phase II compost in Ireland typically 
ranged from 5 – 15%. However, in experimental 
trials with a high level of inoculum, smoky mould 
infection routinely reduced yields by up to 90% 
and in some instances, total crop failure was 
recorded, indicating the devastating potential of 
this disease. Generally, P. hermansii will become 
problematic only when a large number of spores 
infects compost at an early stage of production.

Penicillium species produce long chains of very 
small, lightweight, dry spores which are around 
0.002mm in diameter (Fig. 2) meaning that 
some of the smaller spores will be able to pass 
through a 2-micron filter.  A single P. her-
mansii colony 2.5cm in diameter will produce 
400,000,000 spores per day (Kendrick 2000) 
which become airborne very easily. Compost af-
fected by P. hermansii becomes bare and unpro-
ductive.  When disturbed, visible masses of spores 
are released into the air which look like clouds of 
smoke.  This is the characteristic symptom which 
gives smoky mould its common name. Weed 
moulds such as Aspergillus niger and Penicillium 
nigricans which sporadically colonize mushroom 
beds may also produce clouds of spores when 
disturbed, but their presence is not as detrimen-
tal to the mushroom crop as that caused by P. 
hermansii.

The genus Penicillium, comprising over 1,000 
known and identified species, is widespread 
throughout both the natural and built environ-
ment, primarily because the small dry spores be-
come easily airborne and are dispersed in air cur-
rents and because the mould requires only simple 
sugars for its nutrition. Penicillium hermansii 
however, is only found in mushroom cultivation 
systems – it has not been isolated from any other 
environment.  The mould is very slow growing, 
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but it is problematic because of the large number of spores it 
produces and its short generation time.  Penicillium hermansii 
will sporulate after only three or four days following infection 
thereby producing thousands of daughter colonies which in turn 
sporulate rapidly (Fig. 3). This colonization strategy is different 
to that of other moulds such as Trichoderma aggressivum which 
grows vegetatively very rapidly in compost (Seaby 2004). 

SMOKY MOULD EPIDEMIOLOGY

The origin of smoky mould infection is unknown.  Penicilli-
um hermansii is believed to be introduced into the mushroom 
cultivation system in soil, on dirty straw or by contamination of 
compost preparation surfaces and it has only ever been isolated 
from compost and not from other substrates or tray timbers.

Penicillium hermansii spores introduced into Phase II compost 
directly on contaminated straw are spread throughout the entire 
compost batch during preparation, mixing and handling. Stand-
ard pasteurization conditions are sufficient to eradicate smoky 
mould spores, but if dry straw is used or the substrate is not 
sufficiently mixed, P. hermansii spores can survive in dry pockets 
of compost.  Penicillium hermansii may also produce heat-toler-
ant ascospores, but these have not been observed.

Phase II compost is susceptible to smoky mould infection fol-
lowing cool down and mould spores introduced to the compost 
at this stage will lead to serious problems in subsequent crops. 
If infected Phase III tunnels are being emptied in the vicinity, 
both building integrity and incoming air filtration are vital to 
exclude the majority of spores from entering Phase II. If Phase 
II compost is remote enough from the Phase III tunnel, then not 
enough spores will enter Phase II compost to do any significant 
damage.    

Spawning is a critical moment for infection for both bulk com-
posting facilities and farms operating tray-based spawn run. 
With an optimal growing temperature of 28-31°C, spawn run 
provides P. hermansii with the ideal environment to compete 
with mushroom mycelium during initial colonization. Although 
P. hermansii spores may be present within Phase II compost,
the mould will only grow once the compost has been spawned
and the mushroom mycelium begins to grow. In the early stages
of spawn run, P. hermansii hyphae can be seen by microscope
growing between Agaricus hyphae, but at some stage smoky
mould mycelium displaces and severely inhibits mushroom my-
celium and takes over the compost.  Although Phase III compost
may be extensively colonised by P. hermansii at delivery, it will

appear entirely normal as the pathogen mycelium is indis-
tinguishable from the mushroom mycelium.

Smoky mould infection may also occur as Phase III compost 
is filled into a grow room. Spores released from infected 
beds elsewhere on the farm can contaminate the compost 
as it is mixed and the Agaricus mycelium broken up. Peni-
cillium hermansii spores germinate and, in the presence of 
the mushroom mycelium, the mould hyphae grow between 
the Agaricus hyphae as before, feeding off the simple car-
bohydrates leaked from the damaged hyphae.  

As P. hermansii grows, its high metabolic rate increases 
the compost temperature.  Indeed, the first sign of smoky 
mould infection may be an uncontrollable rise in compost 
temperature which cannot be reduced even with extreme-
ly cold air. The elevated temperature kills the Agaricus 
mycelium, resulting in areas of non-productive compost.  
The increased temperature also stimulates growth of more 
thermo-tolerant moulds present within the compost and/or 
casing, such as cinnamon mould (Pezziza ostracoderma), 
which may subsequently colonise the non-productive areas 
of infected beds (Fig. 4).  Penicillium hermansii continues 
colonizing the compost throughout the entire crop cycle.

The mould sporulates profusely only three or four days af-
ter infection and the airborne spores create many daughter 
colonies which in turn sporulate three or four days later.  In 
this way the infection multiplies, threatening to contami-
nate clean rooms that are yet to be filled.
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The primary method of dissemination of smoky mould spores is 
by air currents which are released into the air when the compost 
is disturbed, during standard cultivation practices, to be spread 
around the farm. But like virus X and Trichoderma aggressivum, 
aspects of P. hermansii biology seem particularly adapted to 
bulk compost handling – forced air introduced into Phase II and 
Phase III tunnels is particularly efficient at distributing smoky 
mould spores throughout the compost.  Although the pathogen 
appears to be so in tune with modern cultivation practices, it 
is not very common. The reason for this is that smoky mould 
requires a very high level of inoculum to establish a significant 
infection.

Two known vectors of mushroom diseases, the sciarid fly 
Lycoriella ingenua (Cloonan et al 2016) and the mushroom 
mite Tyrophagus putrescentiae (Sinha & Mills 1968) are both 
associated with Penicillium in mushroom compost. While these 

pests are significant vectors of mushroom diseases which 
produce sticky spores, their role and significance in the 
spread of smoky mould is thought to be minor compared 
with airborne dispersal.

SYMPTOMOLOGY

The range and degree of smoky mould symptoms expressed 
is dependent upon the size of the inoculum and timing of 
infection. Symptoms range from a slight yield reduction 
by third flush through to completely non-productive beds 
and a complete loss of crop and the production of clouds 
of spores when the non-productive compost is disturbed.  
Generally, early infection or a large inoculum will result in 
a more severe symptomology.  
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In light infections, smoky mould may go undetected but for a 
slight reduction in third flush yield.  Affected mushrooms may 
appear pale and opening may be delayed.

Mild outbreaks are marked by a reduced yield in first and second 
flush with areas of non-cropping compost developing by third 
flush. Poor quality mushrooms predominate by third flush in 
which sparse early opening fruit form small pale flats of little or 
no commercial value.  

In severe outbreaks, large bare areas develop on the first flush 
bed or the entire bed is devoid of mushrooms.  In the patches 
that do produce, mushrooms are sparse, have thin spongy stalks 
and small caps which tend to split. Mushrooms overall appear to 
be weak and fragile due to the lack of nutrients. 

The characteristic symptom, smoke-like clouds of spores ris-
ing from the affected bed, is associated with the patches of 
non-productive casing and is best observed by flashlight. Turn 
out the room lights and illuminate a patch of affected bed from 
the side with the flashlight, then move the casing to one side 
and lift and break open a handful of compost. The upper portion 
of unproductive compost may appear darker and the Agaricus 
mycelium is absent or reduced compared to the lower compost 
levels. Large clouds of airborne spores are released which, in 
the beam of the flashlight, look like smoke rising from the bed, 
hence the common name of this disorder.  

SMOKY MOULD: THE DUTCH EXPERIENCE

While the poor standard of hygiene was considered the trig-
gering factor in the Dutch smoky mould epidemic of around 10 
years ago, it could not solely account for the widespread simul-
taneous occurrence of the disease. Hermans (2006) considered 
a number of contributory factors which, when combined with 
unusually warm weather at that time, increased the suscepti-
bility of the affected facilities (Table 1). While not all of these 
factors are pertinent to Australian cultivation systems, there is 
enough cross-over to act as cautionary warning.

CONTROL STRATEGIES

Once smoky mould infection has established, there are no re-
medial treatments available. Prevention, achieved by providing a 
highly selective homogenous compost with the correct moisture 
content, effective exclusion and stringent hygiene practices 
using a registered sanitiser according to label instructions, is the 
most effective control for this disease. As experienced by the 
Dutch, hygiene standards must not be allowed to slip in ‘good 
times’, even as a cost saving exercise. While disease pressures 
are low, growers can get away with reduced hygiene.  But should 
conditions change and disease pressure increase, the impact on 
farm viability will be serious if hygiene standards are not at a 
sufficient standard to counter the threat.

Penicillium hermansii may be introduced into the cultivation 
system at the earliest stage on raw ingredients, from a contam-
inated compost preparation pad or as airborne spores liberated 
from nearby infected compost. Because the small spores are 

susceptible to heat, standard Phase II parameters – 8-10 
hours at an air temperature of 56°C and gaseous ammo-
nia at 450ppm for three hours after peak heat is achieved 
(van Gils 1988; Fletcher & Gaze 2008) – are sufficient to 
eradicate the pathogen. However, spores will survive Phase 
II if the substrate is poorly mixed resulting in dry patches 
of compost insulating them against the effective wet heat 
required. Furthermore, in times of drought, as experienced in 
the Dutch situation, straw may become difficult to obtain, be 
dry and of poor quality. If adjustments are not made during 
composting to compensate, dry areas within the substrate 
will develop and potentially insulate P. hermansii spores from 
a lethal heat treatment. 

Phase II compost is vulnerable to smoky mould infection 
before and at spawning. During cooldown, incoming air 
to Phase II tunnels and buildings must be filtered and the 
building integrity secured to minimise the number of spores 
entering. Filters must be inspected routinely and replaced as 
necessary, while the building must be monitored regularly to 
check for damaged door seals and structural damage that 
may allow spores entry to the conditioned compost.

On compost facilities that have a smoky mould problem, 
spawning and emptying Phase III tunnels must be separat-
ed physically and the operations scheduled apart. Similarly, 
farms that spawn run in trays are also vulnerable to in-
fection at spawning and it is important that spawning and 
emptying a room are not done at the same time. While 
cook out of infected compost for eight hours at 70°C will 
kill the majority of spores, it is still possible that some may 
remain viable in dry pockets within the compost and become 
airborne when the room is emptied. Farms that are unable to 
cookout must ensure that the potentially infected crop is ter-
minated correctly and that it is not removed from the room 
at the same time spawning is underway. In both types of 
facilities, the immediate vicinity of the spawning area must 
be sanitised before operations and if possible, be performed 
under positive pressure.  

A further time when compost is susceptible to smoky mould 
infection is during fill. When it is emptied from the tunnel, 
loaded into trucks, transported to the farm and filled into 
shelves, Phase III compost is heavily mixed and broken up.  
The strong Agaricus mycelial networks are destroyed and 
individual hyphae fragmented. Penicillium hermansii can 
exploit this situation and colonise the compost while the 
mushroom mycelium recovers. The area around the new grow 
room must be kept scrupulously clean during the operation, 
and the emptying of terminated crops must not be undertak-
en at the same time as fill. 

There are no fungicides available in Australia with a regis-
tered use pattern that would be effective against P. herman-
sii. WShould smoky mould express in a crop, the only control 
available is to reduce the temperature in the growing room 
to limit the spread of the disease and to reduce the water 
content of the compost, as infection is exacerbated in wet 
compost.
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ON PRODUCTION WASTE STREAMS
PROGRESS MADE
In any production cycle, there are 
elements that are by-products or waste 
in the traditional sense. For mushroom 
growers, this includes spent mushroom 
compost, mushroom stipes and water.
While individual producers have at-
tempted to address whether this waste 
can be turned into profit, it would be 
fair to say that no real industry-wide 
progress has been made. The new 
project examining mushroom production 
waste streams is now looking to turn 
this around.

The project commenced in January with 
the project team holding a telecon-
ference with the Mushroom Industry 
Strategic Investment Advisory Panel 
(SIAP) to define the areas of interest 
and establish the project objectives and 
success criteria.

PROGRESSING WELL

Xinova Australia Head and Project 
Leader, Dr Scott Needham said the work 
was progressing well and the SIAP has 
been presented a range of insights and 
recommendations to consider.

He explained that the second phase of 
the project had involved widespread 
discussion with growers and industry 
participants to learn from their experi-
ences.

“As part of this process the project 
segmented industry to understand the 
issues facing the large growers, the 
middle size growers and the smaller 
growers, to ensure the needs of the 
entire industry are taken into account.”

“We have spoken to different people in 
the supply chain, and we have spoken 
to technology owners about potential 
solutions.” 

“It is apparent from these discussions 
that industry participants have dipped 
their toe in the water with various 
technologies, and yet, for the most 

part, have not gone further in adopting or 
implementing changes.”

He said this finding provides the opportu-
nity for the project team to focus on why 
changes had not occurred and identify the 
barriers to making these changes. Our work 
will focus on addressing the issues that 
have blocked adoption, he said.

SIAP DISCUSSIONS

Dr Needham said the information collected 
was assessed through a workshop process, 
with the SIAP members prioritising the 
different areas of impact that were iden-
tified by working with the industry. These 
areas are Energy and Fertilizers, Recycling 
for Production Efficiencies, and High-Value 
Foods.

“Our approach has been to consider the 
information and come back with recom-
mendations and concrete plans in the 

areas where we think the most value is 
available for the industry.”

He explained that one example was in 
the area of energy and fertilisers, with 
two key technologies -  pelletisers and 
anaerobic digesters – playing a key role 
in being able to exploit this opportunity.  

“In the simplest form, growers would be 
able to feed spent mushroom substrate 
into a pelletiser - which is a well-known 
piece of equipment initially invented for 
the mining industry - that then turns 
substrate into little pellets of energy. 
These pellets of energy could subse-
quently be sold to a coal-fired power 
plant, at a decent price per tonne.”

“Alternatively, these pellets could be 
fed into a farm boiler as a fuel source 
to reduce costs and reliance on other 
energy sources. With some fine-tun-
ing of the nutritional composition, the 

Spent mushroom substrate can be fed to an on-site anaerobic digester to produce bio-gas 
(methane). The bio-gas could be used as a cheaper fuel for generating steam, water heating 
and/or to power a generator for the production of electricity.

The fi nal digested residue can be used as a valuable fertiliser/soil improvement product.  
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pellets could be converted into plant 
fertiliser or used for soil remediation, 
which could bring even more revenue 
per tonne of product sold.”

He said that some producers have 
looked at the underlying technology, but 
had not moved forward for various rea-
sons, but mainly due to the perceived 
high initial cost of equipment and other 
technical or economic impediments. 

IDENTIFYING TECHNOLOGY

Dr Needham said the plan for the 
project was to leverage from previous 
experiments and experience and under-
take targeted commercial trials where 
appropriate in each of the three focus 
areas to assess potential outcomes for 
the industry.

“We will avoid fundamental research 
or hard-core R&D because the industry 
wants a more immediate impact from 
the project and the fact is that a lot of 
work has already been done, either in 
Australia or globally. Our approach will 
be to look at commercial trials with 
technology owners to see what can be 
achieved within the investment budget 
and time constraints provided by the 
mushroom industry.”

BUSINESS MODELS 

He said the approach would also take 
into account the need to develop 
appropriate business models to take 
advantage of some identified opportu-
nities. He cited the area of high-value 
food products and said that several 
mushroom producers had also under-
taken activity in this area with products 
like mushroom jerky, stocks or dried 
powders.

The insights that we have, he said, 
was that these products do not face a 
technical difficulty in being able to be 
manufactured, but the fresh mushroom 
industry has had trouble in product 
positioning, funding the marketing, and 
establishing distribution channels.

“This has highlighted a need to develop 
workable business models and decide 
if the industry should identify appro-
priate partners that will bring some of 
the skills and connections required to 
be successful in the value-added food 
business, or indeed go it alone.  

Dr Needham said by the end of this 

phase of work , the project would present a 
range of business cases to the SIAP to allow 
it to consider the further allocation of levy 
investment funds as an industry, and also 
provide the opportunity for individual mem-
bers to pick things up and run with them if 
they so desired. 

“While it is easy to think in terms of a 
technology solution, my experience suggests 
that to make a real impact a combination of 
selecting the right technology, developing a 
viable business model (with incentives and 
benefits for all in the supply chain), and 
having the right people involved is required.”

IDENTIFYING BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES

“The project is all about identifying invest-
ment opportunities, outlining the types of 
technologies that may be required, the com-
panies selling that technology and the costs 
involved. Ideally, we need to provide exam-
ples of trial data identifying the amount of 
value that can be added to waste materials 
and the potential purchasers of those val-
ue-added products.”

He suggested the project end-point would 
provide both the wider industry and individ-
ual entities with the opportunity to consider 
the next steps that best meet their business 
objectives.

“For some companies, it may be as simple 
as taking steps to examine in more detail 
the options provided and consider making 
an investment themselves, or working with 
us to further address technical feasibility 
or business viability, or even seek other 
investors.”

“Where there is a benefit in collaborating 
across the industry, it may well be that the 
SIAP comes back and makes a decision to 
invest levy funds in testing further an option 
presented by the project.”

A DIFFERENT APPROACH

Dr Needham said the project was also look-
ing to approach things differently to extract 
benefits. 

He explained that Xinova - a global company 
based in Seattle and founded by ex-Microsoft 
executive Edward Jung. - had successfully 
innovated for companies such as Pepsico, 
Fujitsu, and Hyundai.

These methods are now being applied with 
the same vigour to this project with the 
Australian mushroom industry, he said. 

“We are using our access to a local 
and global network of talent which 
includes experienced scientists, en-
trepreneurs, technology owners, and 
potential investors to push on areas 
in each project that may have been 
dismissed as being too difficult in the 
past.” 

“I have been delighted at the indus-
tries willingness to participate in our 
work and provide the time, resources 
and access to help us understand 
these issues in detail. Working with 
local innovation partner Asymmetric 
Innovation, and various Australi-
an-based experts allow Xinova to put 
boots on the ground that can see and 
test the viability of potential solutions 
in practice.”   

He gave the example of several com-
panies who had examined the use of 
an anaerobic digester to make use of 
spent mushroom compost to power 
equipment through the production of 
methane.

“In this example, the current spent 
mushroom substrate feedstock is 
limited in terms of its ability to gen-
erate methane. Our next steps include  
looking at what other industries are 

Mushroom stems and/or low-grade 
whole mushrooms are sliced, fl avoured 
or marinated, and dried (air or heat) to 
resemble traditional jerky strips.

To refl ect the relatively small size of 
stems, “bites” would be a suitable prod-
uct descriptor. 

A base recipe for preparation of the 
Mushroom Jerky Bites: Dried Mushrooms 
(stems +/- whole), oil, sugar, water, salt 
and other seasonings (e.g. garlic, herbs, 
spices).    
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nearby and whether other waste prod-
ucts could be used as a co-digestant to 
produce more methane.”

“Another opportunity within the Aus-
tralian mushroom industry might be to 
take advantage of co- or closely located 
production facilities. Some technologies 
only become viable at a particular scale, 
which may be achievable by collabo-
rating with other mushroom players 
or other industries that also have a 
suitable waste product. 

“The proposition might be to co-invest 
in equipment that can maximise the 
value of a range of waste materials. 

Protected cropping operations can be co-located with mushroom farms, utilising the CO2 waste product from mushroom farms as an essential 
input to greenhouses to sustain crops and increase yields. 

The large amounts of CO2-containing exhaust air from mushroom growing rooms can be used for CO2 enrichment. Initial research in this space 
seems to indicate that a farm producing 16 tonnes of mushrooms a week could support a 0.8 hectare greenhouse. 

SMS has also been considered as a potting substrate for greenhouse vegetables and fl owers. In addition, the waste water, heat and steam from 
cook-off s could be utilized in a greenhouse setting. 

On the other hand, agri-waste streams from greenhouses could potentially be used for compost production. 

Naturally, this approach would require 
consideration of ideal locations, but as an 
industry level solution, it is something worth 
thinking about.”

Dr Needham said while there are Australia 
specific criteria for everything being consid-
ered, the potential exists to come up with 
things that have worldwide implications for 
mushroom growing.

“The possibility is there to take the chal-
lenge head-on and think about not only 
implementing solutions here in Australia but 
then exploiting this approach through even 
bigger markets,” he said.

FURTHER INFORMATION

Project Leader
Dr Scott Needham
E: sneedham@xinova.com
M: 0439 135 268

Kyle Kessler
E: kyle@asymmetricinnovation.com
M: 0421 907 822

mailto:kyle@asymmetricinnovation.com
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The 35th Dutch Mushroom Days was 
held from 22- 24 May 2019 at the very 
well equipped Brabanthellen exhibition 
centre in Den Bosch.  

This event is the opportunity for the 
many Dutch mushroom machinery and 
‘turnkey’ farm construction companies 
to demonstrate their wares. Also well 
represented were many other ancillary 
businesses, both from the Netherlands 
and Worldwide, involved in the sale of 
spawn, supplements, casing, packaging, 
climate control and the supply of many 
other products used in the mushroom 
industry. The Expo used to be a biennial 
affair but the organisers decided to 
hold the exhibition every three years 
instead.

That many Australian mushroom grow-
ers choose to undertake the gruelling 
twenty-four plus hour flight from 
‘down-under’ to Europe is a testament 

DR GEOFF MARTIN
AMGA Interim General Manager

to the popularity of Mushroom Days.  It is a 
great opportunity to chat with the machin-
ery representatives, view all the new devel-
opments in material handling and climate 
control, catch up with old acquaintances and 
make new friends over three days of intense 
networking. I was able to meet up with 
several past colleagues who I had not seen 
for thirty years!  Mushroom composters and 
growers from just about every country were 
represented; there was a very strong contin-
gent from all the large Chinese growers.  

The who’s who of Australian mushroom 
industry representatives, included Mick 
Surridge and Nadia, Bill Littleton and Stella 
from Scato Plus, the Tolson Family were 
there in force, Rob, Nora, Kevin and son 
Clint, as well as David Tolson, Mick Daley 
was there on the Sylvan stand, others in-
cluded Phil Roger’s son, Jaylon and his Dutch 
partner, Iris.  Spotted at the Expo were 
Carmine and Michael Callisto, Phil Baddgery 
from Legro, Troy Marland and ‘Yours Truly’ 
with my partner Val.

The most talked about development at the 
35th Dutch Mushroom Days was the inno-

vative tilting shelving systems, with 
both GTL Europe and Christiaens 
exhibiting their slants on this new 
technology. I was fortunate to be 
invited to the GTL presentation and 
visit a farm equipped with their 
eight high revolutionary shelving.  

In common with several other Eu-
ropean countries, growers who pick 
for the fresh market in the Nether-
lands are facing difficulties in re-
cruiting and retaining staff; despite 
the influx of refugees moving into 
Europe and looking for employment, 
picking mushrooms is not a popular 
occupation. Many farms have had to 
either reduce the growing area laid 
down each week, or in some cases 
cease production because of the ina-
bility to recruit harvesters. 

The tilting shelves, which are filled 
by specially modified spawn and 
casing machinery, produce an ergo-
nomically favourable environment 
which enables harvesters to achieve 
picking rates of 90 to 100 Kg/hour.  
Mushrooms are picked using both 
hands and placed cap up into dia-
mond shaped slots on a moving belt, 
the diamond shape accommodates 
all mushroom sizes. Stems are cut 
by a spinning disc at the end of the 
belt. The cut mushrooms are then 
either placed into packaging units 
by hand or by a robotic arm with 
specially designed fingers to avoid 
marking the product.  

What is perhaps most exciting is 
that the Dutch engineers are on 
the verge of achieving the ‘Holy 
Grail’ of mushroom production, the 
robotic picking arm. During the GTL 
presentation a video of a prototype 
picking arm in action was shown 
to an enthralled audience. GTL’s 
Jack Lemmen in his closing address 
said their engineers were currently 
fine tuning the algorithms which 
interpret the laser produced pictures 
of mushroom beds and determine 
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which fruit bodies the arm is to pick.  
He was confident that very soon a 
commercial robotic picking system 
would be available on the market.  
The ability to pick 24/7 and the 
labour savings which these systems 
can bring are set to revolutionise the 
mushroom industry worldwide.

A lot of activities also take place on 
the sidelines of the Expo. USA based 
Lambert Spawn, celebrated both the 
company’s centenary and the opening 
of their new European spawn plant 
in Venlo, at a gala banquet hosted 
by their owners, the McIntyre family 
along with the Venlo plant staff and 
VP Christine Smith who helped design 
and commission the facility. The 
plant will supply spawn to growers 
in Europe, the Middle East and South 
East Asia.

After the official Expo opening din-
ner, some of the Australian contin-
gent joined growers from other parts 
of the World on a visit to the me-
diaeval fortified village of Heusden, 
with its windmills, moats and dykes, 
where we were hosted by Legro to 
an enjoyable evening barge cruise on 
the River Maas, with refreshments of 
course!

For those who have not had the 
opportunity to attend the Dutch 
Mushroom Days, then at some stage 
you should organise a trip, the 
networking opportunities alone are 
worth the journey.

One of the event highlights was 
the innovative tilting shelving sys-
tem (see above and below left).
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The event is a great networking The event is a great networking 
opportunity attended by many opportunity attended by many 
Australian mushroom industry Australian mushroom industry 
representatives. representatives. 

Above right, Rob Tolson. Below Above right, Rob Tolson. Below 
left, Dr Geoff Martin and his left, Dr Geoff Martin and his 
partner Val.partner Val.
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While most fresh produce businesses 
aim to do the right thing, it can be 
challenging to ensure that employment 
procedures and record keeping systems 
are fully compliant with workplace 
relations laws. Poor understanding of 
obligations can lead to misapplica-
tion of pay rates or other errors that 
disadvantage workers, and present a 
compliance risk to the business.

Sadly, there are also fresh produce 
businesses that do not do the right 
thing, attracting significant media 
coverage and tarnishing the reputation 
of the industry as a whole. The Fair 
Farms Initiative seeks to tackle these 
issues, supporting growers with tools 
and information to implement employ-

ment practices that comply with workplace 
relations laws and industry standards – and 
to demonstrate this to customers and the 
wider community.

NATIONAL PROJECT

This national project has been developed 
and is being delivered by Growcom (the 
peak body for Queensland production hor-
ticulture www.growcom.com.au), with seed 
funding from the Fair Work Ombudsman 
and further support from the Department 
of Agriculture and AUSVEG.

The development of the scheme is timely. 
In Australia, in the last 18 months there 
has been significant media coverage of un-
derpayment, exploitation or mistreatment 

of workers on farms and food packing 
or processing facilities. In response, 
Australian retailers have adopted 
responsible or ethical sourcing policies 
and are looking at how these will be 
implemented with their fresh produce 
suppliers.

The Fair Farms Training and Certifica-
tion Program will support Australian 
fresh produce production and packing 
enterprises to implement fair and 
responsible employment practices. The 
program will provide a mechanism 
for growers to demonstrate to their 
customers and other interested par-
ties their compliance with Australian 
workplace relations laws and industry 
standards.  

INITIATIVE LAUNCHED
FAIR FARMS

https://www.fairfarms.com.au/
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The program comprises:

• An industry owned and developed
Standard benchmarked against
Australian workplace law.

• A coordinated system of quality
training to support growers to
understand their obligations.

• A pathway to certification, if
required, including a mechanism to
enable cost-effective third-party
audits by competent auditors.

• A credible certification that
provides certainty and transpar-
ency in the supply chain and that
enables businesses committed to
fair employment to differentiate
themselves from less reputable
operators.

• Data capture to enable industry
and customer reporting in relation
to compliance.

The program’s key objective is to assist 
growers to manage compliance re-
quirements and risks in the most cost 
effective way possible. For that reason, 
the program includes a strong training 
element, which aims to raise the level 
of knowledge among industry members 
and support a significant improvement 
in employment standards across fresh 
produce businesses. 

PILOT COMMENCES

Piloting of the Fair Farms Training and 
Certification program has commenced. 
Two farm businesses in South Australia 
and a number of Queensland growers 
have agreed to participate in the pilot 

process. Their first step has been to com-
plete an online questionnaire of employ-
ment practices.

The questionnaire will help to identify any 
areas where their procedures do not meet 
the Fair Farms standard. Gaps in growers’ 
knowledge or practices will help shape the 
training offered through the program.

When the participating pilot farm busi-
nesses are confident they have addressed 
any outstanding matters they can proceed 
to an audit which will be conducted by 
AUS-QUAL. Testing and refining the audit 
procedure and checklist is an important 
stage of the pilot process and the growers’ 
feedback will be essential.

WOOLWORTHS PROGRAM

Woolworths recently launched its Respon-
sible Sourcing program with its direct fresh 
produce suppliers. 

Woolworths will recognise three social 
compliance schemes that suppliers can use 
to verify compliance with their require-
ments: the SEDEX Member’s Ethical Audit 
(SMETA), the GlobalGAP Risk Assessment 
on Social Practice (GRASP) or the Fair 
Farms program.

Woolworths suppliers have been asked to 
nominate which scheme they choose to 
participate in by 30 November 2018 and to 
have commenced the requirements of their 
chosen scheme by July 2019.

PROOF OF CONCEPT 

The ‘proof of concept’ stage of the 
Fair Farms program is now complete 
and fresh produce businesses across 
Australia can now register to partici-
pate in the program, ensuring sup-
pliers can meet the timeframes for the 
Woolworths responsible sourcing 
program.

The Fair Farms program will also offer 
growers clear guidance regarding their 
obligations when labour hire contrac-
tors are used.

Growers and other members of the 
horticulture supply chain are now able 
to register their business on the new 
Fair Farms website www.fairfarms. 
com.au and begin their training and 
certification pathway. Detailed infor-
mation on how the scheme operates 
plus a copy of the Fair Farms Stand-
ard, program rules and other key 
documents are available on the Fair 
Farms website.

Fair Farms was developed by Grow-
com, in collaboration with industry and 
supply chain stakeholders.  The 
initiative supported by the Fair Work 
Ombudsman (FWO), Department of 
Agriculture and AUSVEG.

FURTHER INFORMATION

For further information on Fair Farms 
training and certification, email Fair 
Farms at fairfarms@growcom.com.au 
or call on 07 3620 3844.

https://www.fairfarms.com.au/
mailto:fairfarms@growcom.com.au
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FRESHCARE CONTINUING TO
UNDERPIN COMPLIANCE & MARKET ACCESS
As we are constantly reminded, Food 
safety compliance is a fundamental 
requirement for businesses across all 
sectors of the Australian fresh produce 
supply chain.

Freshcare is Australia’s largest and most 
widely adopted fresh produce assurance 
program, at the forefront of domestic 
and international food safety compli-
ance, underpinning confidence in the 
safety and quality of Australian fresh 
produce from paddock to plate.

“At Freshcare, our standards are 
continually reviewed to ensure they 
comply with the requirements of all key 
stakeholders across the supply chain, 
incorporate the most recent science, 
and remain practical and relevant for 
industry,” General Manager of Indus-
try Development, Clare Hamilton-Bate 
explained.

Since 2016, Freshcare has been recog-
nised as one of the base schemes under 
the Harmonised Australian Retailer Pro-
duce Scheme (HARPS). To maintain this 
approval, Freshcare is in the final stages 
of benchmark assessment and compli-
ance against the Global Food Safety 
Initiative (GFSI) – the international 
benchmark model for best practice in 
food safety systems.

“It’s important that Freshcare achieves 
and maintains the GFSI benchmark 
recognition, to ensure ongoing market 
acceptance by the major Australian 
retailers. It also demonstrates that 
Freshcare’s food safety systems are 
aligned with world best practice, which 
is another boost in confidence for Aus-
tralian fresh produce.”

Benchmarking to GFSI has meant changes to 
the Freshcare on farm food safety and qual-
ity standard, with FSQ4.1 due for release on 
the 1st July 2019.  

“We recognise growers have worked hard to 
meet the existing requirements of Freshcare 
FSQ4.  We aim to ease the transition to 
FSQ4.1 by providing participating businesses 
with the information and resources needed 
(factsheets, templates etc) to meet the 
new requirements. Our eLearning modules 
and training resources will also be updated” 
Ms Hamilton-Bate explained.

The move to FSQ4.1 will require updates to 
management records, policies and proce-
dures.  There are also additional require-
ments related to managing food safety risk, 
particularly risks related to worker health 
and hygiene requirements. Businesses will 
have the remainder of 2019 to transition to 
the updated standard. From 1 January 2020, 
all Freshcare on farm audits will be conduct-
ed against FSQ4.1.

WHAT TO EXPECT IN FRESHCARE 
FSQ4.1

Freshcare will continue to update industry 
on the changes to come with FSQ4.1 as 
the GFSI benchmarking process progresses. 
As we advance to the final stages of the 
benchmark process there are likely to be 
some small additional changes to the stand-
ard.  Once all GFSI feedback is incorporated, 
the standard is scheduled for release to 
industry in early July.

Once released, FSQ4.1 will be available for 
download from the Freshcare website, along 
with updated Freshcare Rules and resources 
to assist in implementation including: tran-
sition guide, factsheets and forms. Current 

businesses registered to the Freshcare 
FSQ4 Standard will also receive a hard 
copy of the FSQ4.1 transition guide 
and forms via post. 

SO, WHAT ARE THE AREAS 
OF CHANGE & WHAT WILL IT 
MEAN FOR YOU AND YOUR 
BUSINESS? 

In FSQ4.1 businesses will need to 
establish a ‘food safety policy with 
measurable objectives’, a document 
that will encompass and expand on 
the existing ‘commitment statement’.  
This change links business policy with 
objective measurements of perfor-
mance that can be monitored, such as 
reduced customer complaints; reduced 
levels of rejections etc. 

A management review process has 
also been introduced to the FSQ4.1 
standard, requiring the owner or sen-

• For further information on 
the GFSI benchmark pro-
cess, including Questions 
& Answers (Q&A), visit: 
www.freshcare.com.au/gfsi

• For more information on 
Freshcare or QA compli-
ance in general, you can 
also contact Clare Hamil-
ton-Bate directly at clare@
freshcare.com.au or call 
0407 930 586

mailto:clare@freshcare.com.au
www.freshcare.com.au/gfsi/
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ior management within each business 
to review the food safety and quality 
system at least once a year.  Again this 
is focussing on business performance in 
areas such as: compliance with proce-
dures and records; internal and external 
audits; corrective actions; rejections.

One of the major changes in FSQ4.1 
will be the requirement for business-
es to document procedures or work 
instructions for activities that impact 
food safety. What does this actually 
mean in practice? It means a business 
needs to write down the requirements 
for activities such as: handwashing; the 
operation of wash baths; flumes and 
treatment tanks; labelling and tracea-
bility. The documented procedures help 
to demonstrate a consistent and correct 
approach to food safety management. 
Freshcare will provide templates for key 
procedures.

Another new area for Freshcare FSQ4.1, 
is a focus on incident management.  An 
Incident management plan will detail 
the steps to be taken in planning for, 
during and after an incident or event to 
minimise the impact on the business. It 
is intended to help businesses antici-
pate, prevent or prepare for disruptions 
such as: fire; flood or storms; transport 
issues; computer or system crashes; or 
illness; product contamination (micro, 
allergens, chemical residues); supply 
chain interruptions; and detail how to 
respond and recover from them. 

Freshcare will continue to keep you up-
dated on the changes to come and what 
they mean for your business.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
• Freshcare FSQ4.1 will be released in July 2019, businesses are 

required to transition over from FSQ4 to FSQ4.1 for their 2020 
audit. 

• All audits from the 1 January 2020 will be to FSQ4.1.

• Freshcare will provide resources to assist participants in the tran-
sition to FSQ4.1, updates to come via monthly e-newsletters and 
the Freshcare website.

• Freshcare trainers can be contacted to provide businesses with 
assistance in the new requirements and in preparation for audits 
in 2020. 

• Certification Bodies are not required to offer audits to FSQ4.1 
until 1 January 2020. It will be an individual business decision and 
they will be using the lead up time to upskill their audit teams in 
the new requirements. If you would like to go to audit to FSQ4.1 
ahead of January 2020, please first check with your Certification 
Body and where necessary, contact Freshcare for assistance in 
scheduling. 

mailto:drmushadvisory.net.au
www.ecogrow.com.au
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Brothers George and Norm Johnson, McGrath’s Hill 1957

A LIFE WELL LIVED:
GEORGE JOHNSON 
By Jane Johnson-Richards 

In 1956, George Johnson (along with 
his brother Norm) began growing 
mushrooms in ridge beds on the dairy 
farm “Winnifredbank” at McGraths Hill.  
Later, mushrooms were grown down on 
Old Hawkesbury Road however operations 
were moved to higher ground in 1966 at 
Pitt Town Road due to frequent flooding.  

George was well known to most growers 
throughout Australia.  He was a founding 
member of the Australian Mushroom 
Growers Association,  Mushroom 
Composters Pty Ltd, and the Australian 
Mushroom Growers Coop.  The farm 
underwent many expansions throughout 
its operation and eventually George’s 
sons Bradley and Darren came on 
board.  The business was sold in 2001 as 
retirement beckoned!

George’s other passion was flying.  At 
the age of 15, he flew down to Victoria 
for the Melbourne Cup in a DC3, and this 

was the beginning of a dream!  At the 
age of 21, he learned to fly in a Tiger 
Moth plane and did his first solo flight 
after just 11 hours!  He later went on to 
build an American Glassair Aeroplane that 
was flown out of Wedderburn, and this 
project took up a great deal of his time 
after retirement.

George and his wife Sylvia travelled 
extensively throughout Australia and the 
world. He had a great interest in deep 
sea fishing and was extremely involved 
with his ever-expanding family.

George is survived by his wife of 62 
years Sylvia and children Susan, Della, 
Bradley, twins Jane, Darren (dec) and 
Paula. He had nine grandchildren and 
three great-grandchildren.  He is missed 
every day.

(George Henry John Johnson - 11 May 
1933 – 17 March 2019)

VALE: 
PHIL 
MARTIN
The AMGA and the wider industry 
would like to pass on their 
condolences to the family of Philip 
Martin who passed away in late March 
after a short illness. 

“Workplace Phil” was well known 
to many and provided fearless 
advice to farms in assisting them 
with occupational health and safety 
responsibilities across many States 
and dealing with many different Acts 
and Regulations. 

He was also a great friend to this 
Journal, regularly providing many 
articles on topical issues. Reading 
back through the archives his advice 
was always about making the farm a 
safe place to work.

“We need to start with the end in 
mind. That’s simple – zero injuries, 
zero accidents, reduction in Workers 
Compensation premiums, and 
increased productivity.”

WH&SA is a family business and 
Phil’s wife, daughter, son-in-law and 
sons are committed to continuing on 
with his great work.  At a personal 
and professional level, his presence, 
commitment and passion will be 
greatly missed.
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USING AGORA
https://agora.australianmushrooms.com.au
The AGORA website – a “one stop shop” 
of comprehensive pest and disease 
information has moved to the address 
shown above.

The site is maintained to provide easily 
accessible information to improve the 
management of mushroom pests and 
diseases in the industry. 

It is an essential risk management tool 
for the mushroom industry, allowing 
farm managers to access pest and dis-
ease-related information in an effective 
and timely manner.

Advice on pesticide management, in 
particular, is vital in ensuring that the 
industry’s food safety is not compromised. 
Pesticide labels, Safety Data Sheets and 
related information about pesticide use are 
all available through the AGORA site.

The beauty of AGORA is that it is simple 
to use but has sophisticated capabilities. 
There are a large number of articles deal-
ing with major pests, diseases and pesti-
cides within the mushroom industry.

Members can search for specific informa-
tion to understand and manage pest and 
disease outbreaks on their farms. 

1. Visit the new website at: https://
agora.australianmushrooms.com.au  If 
you have the previous site listed in 
your favourites, please replace the 
previous address with the new URL. If 
you are viewing this Journal
online, just click on the login image 
above to go straight to the site.

2. Enter your Username and Password. 
Please note these details are the same 
as for the previous site.

3. If you experience any difficulties in 
visiting the site, or if you are unsure 
of your login details, please contact 
Chris Rowley – chris.rowley@optusnet.
com.au – or Judy Allan - judyallan@
bigpond.com.

www.agora.australianmushrooms.com.au
mailto:chris.rowley@optusnet.com.au
mailtojudyallan@bigpond.com
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Let’s talk
about your

industry

Meet the mushroom industry
Relationship Manager and see

how he can support you.
John is keen to chat with you. He is your link to the latest R&D and marketing 
developments and how these can help your business grow. It’s easy to request a 
phone call – just go to the ‘Contact Me’ form at horticulture.com.au/contact-me. 
Alternatively, call 02 8295 2300 or email membership@horticulture.com.au and let 
us know you would like John to call you.

horticulture.com.au

John Vatikiotis
Relationship Management Lead
Hort Innovation

https://www.horticulture.com.au/growers/mushroom-fund/
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months. An update on progress will be 
included in the next edition of the Journal.

HORT BUSINESS MASTERCLASS

Mid-year intakes and part-time study 
options are now available for the 
Masterclass in Horticultural Business 
(LP15001) offered by the University of 
Tasmania in partnership with the Hort 
Frontiers Leadership Fund. The ten-month 
program is focused on business and 
management skills, industry knowledge and 
developing networks.  You can learn more 
about the program and how to apply on 
our website here.

FINAL REPORTS

Final reports for Hort Innovation projects - 
as well as resources they’ve produced such 
as fact sheets, guides and more - can be 
downloaded direct from Hort Innovation’s 
website. Head here to search for completed 
project reports and resources. 

You can search by levy industry and 
categories to easily find what you’re 
looking for. The site currently features final 
reports dating back five years to 2014 
but work is underway to add more. For 
any queries, contact communications@
horticulture.com.au. 

HORTICULTURE ON TOP FOR 
SUSTAINABILITY

Recent data has revealed that not only 
does horticulture have the highest water 
efficiency of all agricultural industries, but 
also the highest gross value of production 
(GVP) per hectare. Hort Innovation’s 
General Manager Extension & Adoption, 
Anthony Kachenko, says that the industry 
‘has proved successful in its adoption of 
sustainable practices and moving forward’.

You can read more by clicking on the 
following LINK.

To stay informed with Hort Innovation 
activities you are encouraged to take the 
time to visit the updated website. The 
mushroom pages of the site contain a 
range of relevant industry information 
including new, ongoing and recently 
completed projects; timely updates on the 
considerations of the Strategic Investment 
Advisory Panel (SIAP); as well as financial 
statements and project summaries.

INDUSTRY COMMUNICATIONS

In addition to materials covered in this 
Journal and in the Industry Update 
newsletter, Hort Innovation provides a 
range of ways to stay up to date including:

• Growing Innovation – This enewsletter 
is published every month and features 
industry-based articles nd valuable 
information for those involved in the 
Australian horticulture sector. Sign up 
at the Communications registration. 
View the latest copy HERE.

• Mushroom Grower Page – The 
mushroom industry grower page is 
a one-stop-shop for the mushroom 
industry, with key info on industry 
investments and advisory mechanisms, 
documents including Strategic 
Investment Plans and financial reports, 
and other resources and downloads 
relating to investments.

• Hort Frontiers Pages – These pages 
provide a look at projects in Hort 
Innovation’s strategic partnership 
initiative, where collaborative, cross-
industry investments are focused on 
big-picture and longer-term issues 
critical to the future of Australian 
horticulture.

UPCOMING PROJECTS
The mushroom industry, through Hort 
Innovation, undertakes a range of levy 
based investments. When proposals are 
issued or projects commence, further 
information will be made available through 
this Journal and through the monthly 
Industry Update e-newsletter. A summary 
of the most recent project to commence is 
outlined below:

MU17008 - Understanding and managing 
the impacts of climate change on 
Australian mushroom production

Climate variability and change presents a 
major challenge to the mushroom industry. 
Extremes in temperature and rainfall have 
become more frequent, and mitigating risks 
with inputs is critical. This project aims to 
address the questions:

• What are the Impacts of climate 
change on mushroom production?

• What adaptation strategies will be 
useful in addressing these impacts?

The objectives of the services are to help 
Hort Innovation:

• Determine the impacts of climate 
change on Australian Mushroom 
production

• Devise an action plan that outlines 
strategies to assist growers mitigate 
the identified climate change risks 
to production. The action plan will 
outline strategies for: adaption, 
mitigtation and awareness.

The project, which is being delivered 
through Applied Horticultural Research 
is scheduled to be completed within 12 

ROUNDUP
HORT INNOVATION

https://www.horticulture.com.au/growers/mushroom-fund/
https://edms.horticulture.com.au/Forms/keepinformed
https://horticultureinnovationaustraliaproduction.cmail19.com/t/ViewEmail/r/B2C549EC7700DBD92540EF23F30FEDED/C4CCBDD37D101D2E27D1E72AD0FD8334
https://www.horticulture.com.au/growers/mushroom-fund/
https://www.horticulture.com.au/growers/help-your-business-grow/research-reports-publications-fact-sheets-and-more/
https://hortfrontiers.com.au/leadership-fund/
https://hortfrontiers.com.au/
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